
Vejby
Furniture Group

Design Peter Brandt

Vejby’s sturdy frames and solid wooden slats create stability and strength, while the angled backrests and wide

seats add comfort and style. The evenly-spaced slats in the seating and table surfaces enable rainwater to run off

easily. The backed bench can be paired with the armchair and table to create a dining suite or an outdoor lounge

area. We recommend pairing the Hjorthagen table with the seating in this furniture group.

CERTIFICATION

Can be treated with fire protection
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Dimensions and weight Vejby Sofa

Length: 180 cm

Width: 54 cm

Height: 84 cm

Armrest height: 67 cm

Sitting height: 45 cm

Individual dimensions

Seat board: 32 x 52 mm, 32 x 68 mm

Frame thickness: 56 mm

Back board: 32 x 160 mm

The feet are equipped with plastic paws

Vejby Table

Length: 180 cm

Width: 79 cm

Height: 73,5 cm

Individual dimensions

Wood components: 32 x 68 mm

Frame thickness: 56 mm

The feet are equipped with plastic paws

Vejby armchair

Width: 62 cm

Height: 84 cm

Armrest height: 67 cm

Sitting height: 45 cm

Depth: 54 cm

Individual dimensions

Seat board: 32 x 52 mm, 32 x 68 mm

Frame thickness: 56 mm

Back board: 32 x 160 mm

The feet are equipped with plastic paws

Product numbers and
combinations U16-47G  Vejby Sofa, glazed pine, light gray

U16-55  Fastening iron for Vejby, 4 stainless steel

U16-48G  Vejby table, glazed pine, light gray

U16-49G  Vejby armchair glazed pine, light gray

U16-55  Fastening iron for Vejby, 4 stainless steel.

Append to product number

WOOD AND FINISH

C for any color other than standard, at additional cost.

INSTALLATION TYPE

N for surface mount.
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Standard colours NCS S 2502-Y

Materials and surface
treatments

The feet are fitted with plastic caps.

Pine

Nola's pine is of high quality and comes from sustainable forestry. Pine is an

environmentally friendly, domestically produced material. Damaged or untreated

pine is quite easily attacked by decomposition processes; therefore, it is

particularly important to repair damaged surfaces.

Water-based glaze

Varnishing of wood is done with a water-based varnish. A water-based paint that

is kinder to the environment. Under normal use, the paint has a good wear

resistance and long durability.

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Surface mount

Can be bolted above ground, to the floor or to a cast-in-place foundation. Bolts

not included.

Delivered in parts for easy assembly. The seat and back bolt to the frame with

the bolts provided.

Maintenance Water-based glazed pine

Products in varnished pine must be maintained regularly with alkyd paint.

Maintenance intervals approximately 1 time per year. Damage and cracks should

be repaired immediately. Touch-up paints in spray packaging are available in

standard colors to order.

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Character Vejby’s solid wooden frame and sturdy slats give the furniture stability and

strength, while the angled backrest and wide seat make the bench and armchair

comfortable to sit in.
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Designers

Peter Brandt

Peter Brandt is a designer and interior architect living in

Stockholm. Educated at Kungliga Konsthögskolan, the Konstfack

University College of Arts in Stockholm, Crafts and Design, and

Kunstakademiets Arkitektskole in Cophenhagen. He has received

several awards over the years as Excellent Swedish Design and is

represented at the Nationalmuseum.
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